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About the Strategy 

The Unio US Concentrated Growth strategy is long-only, growth-oriented, and invests in 12–20 stocks, 

diversified across industries. It requires all positions to be high quality and have low business risk, 

persistent cash flow, and good value. 

The strategy is open to new investment through separately managed accounts. 
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Exceptionalism: The Way to Alpha Over the Next 5–10 Years 

The Trees from the Forest 

We can’t emphasize enough what a watershed we believe we’ve entered. We are leaving a period (2007–

15) where macro-themes moved the market which in turn moved returns. We are at the start of a period 

in 2016 where stocks will move the market and thereby move returns. It’s a forest-and-trees issue. Seeing 

the forest (or sectors of the forest) has been the place to look over the last 8 years. Now seeing the trees 

that stand out from the forest will dominate. 

Macro-thematic investing, which almost anyone can do with ETFs, is not leaving the stage. It is retreating 

to the background.  

Micro-security-selection investing is not taking over the stage. It is just moving to the foreground.  

However, as we’ve said in recent letters, the preponderance of investors do not have the skill nor the 

confidence to switch off from macro-thematic investing and switch on to micro-security-selection 

investing. It’s like asking a psychologist to become a heart surgeon. The switch can’t be done.  

Skilled Stock-pickers Key 

Those who can pick stocks at the micro level, knowledgeably and successfully, are far fewer in number 

than those who can buy and sell ETFs based on macro themes. Those stock-pickers who can go even 

further and invest in a concentrated set of individual securities are even more the exception than the rule. 

Exceptional Companies. Exceptional Businesses. Preferably, Underestimated. 

However, just as important to returns as the investors who can pick the right companies will be the 

companies that are picked.  

The following material is excerpted from Unio’s Q2 2016 letter to investors. 

As part of a recent letter to investors, we addressed three strategic investment topics that may come to 

define the next 5–10 years, each starting with the letter “E”: 

1. Exceptionalism: How investment “exceptionalism” as we define it, is the way to alpha over the 

next 5–10 Years 

2. Elongated Expansion: How investors, traumatized by 2007–9, are letting “dread of the next big 

one”, including fear of recession or collapse, blind them to the possibility that we may be in an era 

of “elongated economic expansion” with slower but healthier growth and shallower downsides—a 

more appropriate setting for somewhat higher stock-market valuations.  

3. Events of Discontinuity: How “events of discontinuity” such as 2007–09, and possible future 

discontinuities, are causing traumatized investors to substitute excessive caution for sensible 

prudence, thereby foregoing the benefits of taking risk with high quality and durable investment 

opportunities. 
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We think the alpha winners of tomorrow will be exceptional companies in exceptional businesses that are 

also exceptional to the degree to which they are underestimated and to the degree to which the stock 

prices they sell at reflect that underestimation.  

Investment exceptionalism as we define it will not be easy to find.  

It will not mean “nifty-fifty” investment beauty selling at “nifty-fifty” prices. Obvious investment beauties 

usually do not make for great investments.   

It may mean a great company in a great business selling at a high price where investors nevertheless 

underestimate the longevity of the company’s greatness and therefore underprice its true value. 

But where we think truly exceptional companies are likely to be found are among the Cinderellas who are 

really royalty, the Archibald Leaches morphing into Cary Grants, or stars with the potential to be 

superstars like Tom Hanks of 1980s going to superstardom in the 1990s. We think the exceptional 

companies of the next 10 years will especially be those with high quality and potential cash-flow 

generation—and therefore low company and business risk—that are seriously underestimated by the 

investment community. In our nomenclature, these are high quality companies that are “under-

appreciated, under-researched or misunderstood.”  

A Non-Obvious Package of Exceptionalism 

There will be no simple formula for finding these exceptional companies. The best among them will 

require exploring not just management, product potential, financials, economics of their businesses, 

trends and counter-trends affecting their business economics, customer bases, exposure to positive and 

negative macro forces, and sensible ways of valuing their hidden potential—but all these factors 

combined.  

A package of exceptionalism will be the order of the day—easy enough to target but hard to execute on 

because what is exceptional will generally not be obvious until after the fact. Think Apple in the mid-1990s 

on the verge of oblivion versus Apple 10 and 20 years later. In our view, alpha will directly correlate to 

unearthing exceptionalism. 

Elongation of Economic and Profit Expansion; Shallower Slowdowns 

Back to Normal 

A second characteristic we see in the next 5–10 years will be the elongation of economic and corporate 

profit growth—the probability that economic and profit activity expands longer than historical norms, 

punctuated by slowdowns or recessions that are shallower and shorter than normal all within a context of 

secularly slow growth. The chart below shows 75 years of S&P 500 EPS volatility. 
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Figure 1 – Rolling 3YR Standard Deviation of S&P 500 TTM EPS Growth (Q2 1940 – Q4 2015) 

 

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch US Equity & US Quant Strategy, S&P 

It shows how volatility went significantly up in 2000–03. Then it went up eye-poppingly out-of-character 

from 2007–12. From 2013 to the present, it fell precipitously back to long-term norms.  

If S&P 500 EPS stays within these norms, then EPS ups and downs will be gentler. We think S&P 500 EPS 

will be smoother. Why? Because conditions that led to EPS volatility spikes in 2000–03 and 2007–12 are 

receding. These conditions boiled down to increased private-sector reliance on debt-driven growth, 

starting in 1987 and peaking in 2007, and the unwinding of grossly misallocated resources that excessive 

debt-driven growth led to. This private-sector unwinding has made headway in the US, Europe, and Japan 

though it is just beginning in China.  

What we’re pointing out with S&P 500 profits also applies to the economy as a whole: the big ups and 

downs of GDP and components of GDP are smoothing out.  

The chart below shows S&P 500 operating and normalized EPS since 1977. If we’re correct about 

smoother EPS growth, the turndown in operating earnings growth that began a couple of years ago will 

be fairly contained and normalized EPS growth will continue its upward trajectory. 

Figure 2 – S&P 500 Operating and Normalized Earnings (1978–2015 and BofAML Estimates for 2016) 

 

Source: BofA Merrill Lynch US Equity & US Quant Strategy, S&P 
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The implication of all this: economic and corporate profit expansion could persist for longer intervals; 

slowdowns and recessions for shorter intervals because there will be fewer misallocated resources to clean 

up or redeploy as we move forward. 

Scared to Death 

However, many participants in stock markets—from retail to professional investors—are scared to death 

we will go over a financial Niagara Falls into a recession or into an equity bear market or both. Theirs is a 

mindset of “dread”—dread of economic and profit reversal, dread of stock-market valuation acrophobia. 

The pervasiveness of investor dread is why thick fogs of pessimism keep rolling over equity markets. 

This investor dread is understandable. The 2007–09 financial collapse was a traumatic event. It was our 

nearest current-day equivalent of the Great Depression of the 1930s. It was hard to forget the Depression 

if you lived through it. It is hard to forget the Collapse of 2007–09. People who have been through it can’t 

help but fear another collapse may be just around the corner. Any evidence, like the current slowdown in 

corporate profits, like stock-market corrections, like dire warnings from smart-money investors with a 

bearish bent of mind (and a bearishly positioned book of business) causes people to think the worst or 

prepare for it.  

Investor dread may be understandable but we think it is misplaced.  Many investors are interpreting signs 

of slowing growth or elevated stock market valuation as symptoms of something really bad about to 

happen—some variation of the trauma of 2007–09.  

We think this seriously misinterprets what is going on which is that: 

 Slow growth and growth slowdowns are normal for the type of economy we live in; 

 Elevated equity valuations reflect the low-growth/low-interest rate environment we’re in; and   

 There are excellent individual investment opportunities that are neither growing too slowly nor 

are overvalued 

Slow Growth is What Happens in an Era of Dislocation & Structural Change 

Since 2009 we have asserted the view, borne out by the facts that we are in a very long-term era of 

dislocation and structural change. Deleveraging, low growth, low inflation and a major China transition 

were the four big drivers we said back in 2009 were producing dislocation and structural change. These 

four big drivers are still alive and well today. Below are the charts we have used to illustrate them. 
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Figure 3 – Four Colliding Forces 

 

Source: Unio Capital 

In the context of dislocation and structural change that could last 10–20 years or longer, slow growth or 

growth slowdowns don’t surprise or worry us.  

Corporate earnings and economic growth are bound to be slow when: 

 There is deleveraging around the world 

 Plus deflationary forces arising from global competition and deleveraging itself 

 Plus a large, fast-growing economy like China transitioning from a capital-oriented to a services-

and-consumer-oriented growth model  

Slow growth is not a disease. It is the by-product of how an era of dislocation and structural change works 

its former misallocations of resources into a more optimal allocation of resources.  

The one thing that would worry us—which we don’t see currently—is if low growth were being achieved 

in mostly unhealthy ways.  

But we’re seeing the opposite. If we focus only on corporations and consumers, we see, with some 

exceptions, careful and rational expansion of business or pocket books when compared with any historical 

standards in our experience.  

If we focus on governments around the world we see—again looking purely at comparative historical 

experience—no unhealthy efforts to pump up growth (though, of course, from a policy preference 
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standpoint there are two opposing views, one saying that governments are doing too little, the other that 

governments are doing too much).   

The only entities that have been trying to pump up growth in unusual ways—central banks—have done 

so without bringing on higher inflation or higher unemployment. The outcomes of central bank largesse 

have been basically healthy so far notwithstanding worries in some quarters that they will lead to bubbles 

down the road.  

Our point: on balance we don’t see low growth today being achieved in historically unhealthy ways as, for 

example, high growth in the 1987–2007 period was achieved by relying on unhealthy amounts of debt.  

Of course, there are unhealthy elements in the world economy—e.g. from some large-city commercial real 

estate markets to governments across the world putting off reforms they know are prerequisites for 

economic growth. Also unhealthy is the rise of political risk. But healthy developments still outweigh 

unhealthy ones right now by a decent margin. 

Elevated Valuations Exist but are neither Universal nor as Worrisome as Advertised 

The other preoccupation of investor dread is stock market over-valuation. 

Yes, as we’ve said before, stock markets on average and by most measures have elevated valuations.  

For example, the S&P 500’s forward PE ratio is 16.6x versus a 55-year average of 15.1x in a range of 9.7x 

to 25.1x. Another example for the 1986–2015 period is the S&P 500’s enterprise value (market cap + debt 

– cash) to revenues which is 2.15x versus an average of 1.80x in a range of 0.85x to 2.92x.  

But the market is undervalued elsewhere.  

For example, the S&P 500 dividend yield is higher than the 10-year T-Bond yield by 1.1% versus an 

average of 0.5% for the past 55 years in a range of 0.2% to 1.3%. The fact that one gets so much cash 

back from S&P 500 dividends versus 10-year Treasuries goes some way to explaining why investors have 

been willing to bid up the S&P 500 to higher valuations.   

The graphs below show the attraction of the S&P 500 another way. The top chart—the blue line—shows 

the S&P’s earnings yield well above the 10-year Treasury yield. The opposite occurred during the 1999–

2001 dot-com era when the S&P earnings yield was well below the 10-year T bond yield. The bottom 

graph—the purple line—shows the S&P earnings yield minus the 10-year T bond yield in minus 3% 

territory in 1999 versus plus 3% territory today. 
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Figure 4 – S&P 500 EPS Yield vs. T-Bond Yield (1999–2016) 

 

Source: Bloomberg 

Stock Pickings are Still Good 

We would be a lot more concerned about valuations if we were having a tough time finding good 

investment ideas. But our idea plate is full. 

There are plenty of securities to be found that are good values. Where we invest—in very high quality, 

persistently cash-generating enterprises—we have plenty of current holdings selling below the 16.6x S&P 

500 PE multiple that have meaningfully higher 5–7 year EPS growth rates. 

Our conclusions are these: 

1. Yes, market averages have elevated valuations by a number of measures 

2. These elevated valuations are not, however, near nosebleed levels  

3. By other measures like the dividend yield market averages are undervalued 

4. Notwithstanding the averages, there are individual investable securities that are undervalued 

We have long experience over the decades on valuation issues—valuation of individual securities and 

markets. One has to buy with care. And there’s reason to be vigilant. But a meltdown in stock markets to 

correct overvaluation we do not see as probable. In fact, if low growth continues persistently into the 

future we can see investors paying up to get some growth in equities versus zero-to-negative growth in 

bonds and real estate. Investor dread in the valuation department we regard as overdone. 
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Events of Discontinuity  

Of course, we could be correct about an elongated business expansion based on slow but healthy growth 

with any recessions being short and shallow, and still be at risk of singular events ripping up the fabric of 

expectations—events of discontinuity. We think events of discontinuity which remind people of the 2007–

09 collapse are what is really driving those who are operating with an investor-dread mindset.  

Brexit is one such event of discontinuity. Other events of discontinuity high on investors’ lists are the EU 

and euro falling apart; and a Chinese debt crack-up and economic hard landing (the latter a risk we’ve 

been highlighting since 2010).  

There are possible events of discontinuity on the political plane: violent regime change in one or more 

countries in the mid-east (the failed coup in Turkey is an example); and even in the US—gold standard of 

political stability—the outcome of the 2016 election is now regarded by many intelligent observers as 

potentially game-changing for how power is wielded here.  

There are also events of discontinuity for which we cannot plan like conventional, or cyberterrorist attacks, 

pandemics, and so on. 

In the past year we have detailed what these discontinuities might be; which are more likely; what kind of 

posture we might take toward them. Taken together what we’ve said is: 

 Events of discontinuity are out there and are potentially serious 

 We believe our inventory of possible events is comprehensive 

 We’re focusing only on events of discontinuity we can plan for 

 Among those we see, none seem imminent in the next 6–12 months 

 If we underestimate any one, we can, and will, readjust quickly 

 Big as their impact might be, events of discontinuity occur rarely 

 They are especially unlikely when people are looking and preparing for them 

As we said above, because of the twin stock-market collapses of 2000–03 and 2007–09 and the near 

meltdown of the financial system in the last one, investors are living with a syndrome we’d label “the 

dread of the next big one.” These two collapses, especially 2007–09, traumatized investors particularly 

because the latter seemed to come out of the blue, catching almost everyone, including governments and 

the central banks, off guard. 

The trauma of having been blind-sided by something big has sensitized investors to looking under every 

rock for clues to “the next big one.” 

The Example of Brexit 

The June 23 vote by the British to leave the EU was, and still is, a living example of traumatized investors 

running for the exits at the first sign of an event that might start “the next big one.” Investors’ worries are 

not imaginary. Britain’s economy is likely to feel Brexit’s drag for many years to come. The project to form 

a more cohesive Europe with a workable balance of authority at the center and freedom for individual 

countries will be very challenging and may not succeed. Financial systemic risk from weak—e.g. Italian 

banks—is possible. We’ve gone into greater detail on Brexit’s implications in two recent letters. And we 

share the cautionary view of many on Britain. Europe is “on watch” for us, though we’re not in the camp of 
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those who see the virtual inevitability of dire outcomes ahead. The weak-banks problem is real, though 

our judgment call is that it is this side of manageable. 

However, the main point is that the understandable wariness and defensiveness of investors does not 

mean it will benefit them. Prudence is good. Excessive caution can “feel and look responsible” but can 

lead to bad outcomes. 

Look at the chart below: the British pound (red); the DAX index (orange); and the S&P 500 (green). June 24 

through June 29 was the “trauma period” when currencies and indexes tanked because formerly 

traumatized investors ran out of fear “the next big one” was imminent. It certainly seemed “responsible” 

to do so. Yet in light of July’s stock market results running away did not pay off. Except for the pound 

which has come back a bit, equity indexes rallied, with the S&P 500 punching through to an all-time high. 

Figure 5 – Trauma Period for the S&P 500, DAX, and British Pound (June 2016) 

 

Source: Bloomberg, Unio Capital 

The Cost of Caution (and the Reward for Risk) Could Be Rising 

Over the past couple of years, there has been little impact from being wary and bearish. Markets have 

simply gone up and down in a narrow range, benefitting neither bulls nor bears but frustrating and 

costing both.  

However, should range-bound markets begin to move upward, the cost of being wary and bearish will rise 

fast. The pain will be even greater if exceptional companies show their stuff. And greater still if the 34-year 

old, one-way bull market in bonds goes negative.  

We’re certainly ready to change course quickly and be much more defensive if required. But, purely from 

our on-the-ground view of individual companies, we are excited by the investment opportunities we’re 

finding in our fishing pond of very high-quality companies in high-quality businesses at valuations that 

make sense. And we’re not just finding the obvious candidates—the beauty-pageant winners. We’re 

finding the stealth candidates—the underappreciated, under-researched or misunderstood. Judging from 

what we see at ground level, a bullish period ahead would not be surprising. 
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Even some of the bearish technical gurus, like the well-regarded Leuthold Group, are turning bullish for 

the first time since 2009 as the chart below indicates. 

Figure 6 – S&P 500 Momentum Indicator (2003–16) 

 

Source: Leuthold, Bloomberg 

Goodbye Mirages of Yesterday, Hello “Slow but Healthy” Today 

The high-growth, debt-driven 1987–2007 era had a mirage-like quality that ended with two giant bear 

markets and big recessions.  

Today, we see lots of companies we know, plus an economy we believe we have the pulse of, growing 

slowly yet relatively healthily. “Slow but healthy” is what business can intelligently allocate capital to and 

what consumers can intelligently spend on.  

The current low-growth era may be less exciting than the 1987–2007 era, but it has clearly visible 

elements to produce an elongated expansion with more muted downside episodes.  

An elongated expansion is likely to be a low-return one for investors. But it needn’t be a bust. It could 

actually be profitable. And if one has a specialty digging up alpha, the times ahead could be especially ok.   

Because of the 2007–09 trauma, we have all become myopically risk-averse. Lowering risk and managing 

it are good things—essential to sound money-making. But being so risk-averse as to be unwilling to 

weather even short-term volatility is actually exposing oneself to a much greater, and more insidious, risk: 

Not increasing one’s standard of living by investing in the intelligent efforts of great company 

managements working on one’s behalf avoids taking positions today in companies that will survive and 

thrive over the next one, five, ten, and twenty years. 
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Suffice to say that, while we are ever-watchful and ever self-critical, none of the general investor dread 

we’re surrounded today by diminishes our enthusiasm for pursuing our own alpha specialty of taking 

stakes in exceptional companies in good businesses, preferably those that are under-appreciated, under-

researched or misunderstood. 

 

Sincerely yours, 

 

 

_______________________ 

John A. Allison 

Chairman & CEO 
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Notes and Disclaimer 

Notes to Performance Results 

Unio Capital, LLC (the “Adviser”) is an investment adviser registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission. 

Performance calculations are on a time weighted and asset‐weighted total return basis and reflect reinvestment of 

dividends and other earnings. Trade‐date accounting valuation is used and income is accrued. Returns from client to 

client will vary slightly depending on portfolio size, diversification, and transaction costs. In the process of active 

portfolio management, cash may be held in portfolios pending investment. The currency used to express performance 

is the US dollar.  

Portfolios with restrictions prohibiting the application of an intended investment strategy are excluded from the Unio 

US Concentrated Growth Composite (the “Composite”). New portfolios are excluded from composites until deemed 

fully invested. Portfolios no longer under management are included in historical composites for the periods they were 

under management; they are excluded for all periods after the last full month they were in place. If withdrawal or 

performance causes a portfolio included in the Composite to diminish to a level deemed difficult to implement the 

intended investment strategy, the portfolio is removed. When taxes are considered, the performance may vary. 

The Adviser’s standard annual asset-based management fee schedule is 1.00% of the account’s total assets on the 

first $10,000,000 and 0.75% on incremental assets thereafter. Gross performance results do not reflect the deduction 

of the Adviser’s investment advisory fee, which will affect a client’s total return.  

The S&P 500 Total Return Stock Index (“S&P 500”), which reflects the reinvestment of dividends, has been selected by 

the Adviser for purposes of comparing the performance of the Composite with a well-known, broad- based stock 

market index. The S&P 500 is a capitalization–weighted index of the 500 large-cap U.S. publicly-traded common 

stocks. The Adviser is not restricted in the selection of securities to those which comprise the S&P 500, which may be 

more “seasoned” than those in which the Adviser has invested or may in the future invest. 

Disclaimer 

Do not assume that all transactions will be profitable or that future performance is in any way guaranteed by past 

results.  

The statement of Unio US Concentrated Growth Strategy’s investment objectives is a statement of objectives only. It is 

not a projection of expected performance, nor a guarantee of anticipated investment results. Actual performance and 

results may vary substantially from the stated objectives. There are a variety of conceivable circumstances that could 

cause the Strategy not to reach its goals including, but not limited to, poor market conditions and sudden, 

unanticipated conditions such as flash crashes or crashes due to suddenly-appearing systemic risk. No representation 

is made that the Strategy will or is likely to achieve these results or will make any profit or will be able to avoid 

incurring substantial losses. Investment returns will fluctuate and may be volatile, especially over short time horizons. 

This material is provided for informational purposes only and should not be construed as investment advice or an 

offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities. Estimates reflect our judgment as of the date of this material and are 

subject to change without notice. They involve a number of assumptions that may not prove to be valid so that actual 

results may vary significantly. This material discusses general market activity, industry or sector trends, or other broad-

based economic, market or political conditions and should not be construed as investment advice. This information 

may not be current and Unio Capital has no obligation to provide any updates or changes. We have relied upon and 

assumed without independent verification, the accuracy and completeness of all information from third party sources.  

This material also contains forward-looking statements, which reflect Unio Capital’s views. These forward-looking 

statements can be identified by reference to words such as “believe”, “expect”, “potential”, “continue”, “may”, “will”, 

“should”, “seek”, “approximately”, “predict”, “intend”, “plan”, “estimate”, “anticipate” or other comparable words. These 

forward-looking statements are subject to various risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Accordingly, there are or will 

be important factors that could cause actual outcomes or results to differ materially from those indicated in these 

statements. Should any assumptions underlying the forward-looking statements contained herein prove to be 

incorrect, the actual outcome or results may differ materially from outcomes or results projected in these statements. 

Unio Capital does not undertake any obligation to update or review any forward-looking statement, whether as a 

result of new information, future developments or otherwise. 


